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Image: C19 unvaccinated blood from 2 different individuals. First 4 syringes contain Alpha lipoic Acid,
Glutathione, Plaquex and Control sample. Second Set contain Methylene Blue and Glutathione and a Control
Sample. I had previously posted experiments with C19 unvaccinated blood and different compounds that could
inhibit the production of the rubbery clot material that Clifford Carnicom and I have shown to be Cross Domain
Bacteria ( CDB) or Morgellon’s like - a polymerized protein that creates the rubbery clots. My most successful clot
inhibition was with EDTA and Vitamin C. I have written multiple substacks regarding this research of the rubbery
clot formation:
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

Dr. Ana, to simplify things, in my opinion, to really know how effective NAC is for a patient's blood, you

don't need to mix it with the blood, you just need to consume NAC and monitor the blood. The reason is

that these are mitochondria that need energy to fight toxins. It's not a 1:1 process where NAC or anything

else dissolves these amyloids combined with nanotechnology in the blood. NAC is a precursor to

glutathione, and glutathione gives energy to the mitochondria. So, it's not just what we mix into the blood;

it's what our cells need to do the job. It is a more complicated process.
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Nov 9

Plus if the electron transport chain of the mitchondria is broken, it'll be an uphill battle. That's why I

love sunlight as it provides an even better antioxidant than glutothione, subcellular melatonin:

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/how-to-treat-emf-radiation-part-1
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

The problem is that heat and UV radiation are one of the factors that bind amyloid plaque and

nanotechnology. This can be found in scientific articles. Therefore, I would recommend taking

oxidants or antioxidants to provide oxygen first, and then using sunlight.
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Margie Chism Nov 9

MSM/ Muscle Skeleton System ■ puts oxygen in every cell; I have taken for decades in

pure powder form. M
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

Yes, this is the secret, we wouldn't really need big pharma if people would understand

this...
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Margie Chism Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

Decades ago a family of Generations would bring and care for Mountain families

■ CoQ10 and MSM were two most talked about. With my decades of physical

activity I found MSM excellent in repair, and what this family taught I have not

found any flaw in their practice. M
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

yes

almost all diseases begin with oxidative stress or rather damage; oxygen is

the key
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Margie Chism Nov 9

The suppliment family had a business and mission to help care for the

poor and those not able to care for themselves; where going to a

doctor was not always a choice. ■ MSM they said if you did not have

arthritis and take it daily, that you would never have it. If you had it, then

it would relieve but not cure. Early 2020 I started survival at home, and

made changes I had not considered; one was I believe I did not take

much or any supplements for about a year or more. I wanted to see

how much and how far I could get out of my body and mind without

what I was accustom to. The best thing in wilderness hiking is that

"there is nothing there, nothing." So, retreat at home has it's

management, and as an artist it is all about "how much to how little,"

like exposure in photo development. If I had to choose one supplement

it would be pure powder MSM. M
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Lisa Nov 13

Then DMSO would also work, correct?
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Margie Chism Nov 13

Lisa - I do not know of DMSO, I see it is a chemical and can

be prescribed. ■ MSM is MethyIsulfonylmethane, I take 1/4

tsp; from Micro Ingredients TM, pure powder. As an artist and

having a body that has been identified as athlete in the past,

my activities involved injuries that required months to a year

for recovery. MSM provided a more rapid recovery. During

2020 for a few years. I withdrew from my suppliments to find

where I was without them for survival practice. My

recovering/s were terrible and long. Now I have resume

MSM. While detoxing venoms, I am not supplimenting with

Magnesium/for 3 months due to venom must have

Magnesium to bind, otherwise the venom will pass the body.

M
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Nov 10

Thanks so much for this - the oxygen connection is crucial in sustaining our electron

transport chain and cytochrome C oxidase, the last step which is often broken:

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/i/79596182/how-we-digest-light
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Nov 10

I wasn't aware of the amyloid/nano/UV connection - thanks for that. I do know that the

melanin of our skin acts as a way for our bodies to absorb and then detox heavy metals

“Melanin enables, storage, release and exchange – and the ability of melanin to strongly

bind and sequester reactive metals thereby mitigates their possible role in inducing

oxidative stress.” (Hong, L. 2007)

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/can-we-detox-nanotech-with-sunlight

Will have to add MSM into the mix.

I wonder then, doing Wim Hof breathing in the Sun or at Sunrise is then probably an

effective strategy?
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 11

After people dissolve blood clots and amyloid plaque, all this can be/is good
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Stevanovitch Nov 10

Very interesting, Maria. Thank you for your diligence, as you are saving unknown numbers

of lives. No doubt this will one day be quantified.

Degree of exposure to the jabbed is a factor, one that can be somewhat controlled.
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

There is a reason why they installed these UVA purple lights
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

You can see it for example here (look at the images):

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.202107843 Figure 2 Light controlled

nucleation and growth.

So, there are 4 factors that I remember from the top of my head that effect this process: heat,

UV light, Ph (of the environment/blood is more acidic, they grow) and EMF

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0008622311008244

Etc.
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OUTRAGED HUMAN Writes OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Nov 9

Unless I missed something (mixed with different compounds?). But if you give energy to the

mitochondria, they will fight toxins.
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Susan P ... Nov 9

GOD bless you Dr. Ana for being a courageous Truth Warrior. You are deeply appreciated. I believe our

Creator is holding you in the Palm of His/Her Hand sharing your findings with us. This is a global genocide

& I pray hard all day, every day. Dear Lord, deliver us from evil & help us to help ourselves. I have to believe

the Light of Truth will come to pass, in part, because of doctors such as you ...
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Veronica Evans Nov 9

Dr. Ana,

Do you know Ronald’s Substack? I would highly suggest you check out his postings if you haven’t already.

He has had success eliminating the hydrogel by using a combination of Lumbrakinase, Serrapeptase,

Nattokinase & Bromelain, along with Ivermectin as well as using both oral and dermal EDTA.

Here is his latest article:

https://ronalddnorris.substack.com/p/if-you-halt-the-tissue-destruction.

Intravenous treatments of EDTA and vitamin C are not sustainable in the long run for most people because

of the expense. Ronald’s protocol is more accessible to the general public as it is more affordable.

I think it’s important for people to understand that there are many ways to attack the elimination of the

spike proteins and hydrogel in the body.

In this your latest article, you present, a very limited finding regarding the dissolution of hydrogel. None of

them appear to work, and so one of your readers might conclude that the hydrogel can only be dissolved

by EDTA. Yet this would be a wrong assumption . Just because you try certain products singularly, doesn’t

mean that one or all of them wouldn’t work when combined with one or more other substances. Ronald

has shown the truth of this principle.

I sometimes have felt your conclusions to be very fatalistic. And then you appear to make great leaps in

your assumptions - believing that what you find in a number of your patients is likewise true for

EVERYONE. Ronald says in his article linked above that he has found hydrogel in some ppl and has not

found it in others.

I urge you to be cautious in the way you present information to the public, Based on Ronald’s findings, it

would be irresponsible to continue to make sweeping statements regarding hydrogel, We are still very

much in the dark about the mechanisms which create this phenomenon. If Ronald has found that there

are those who don’t have hydrogel, then this is a great discovery and very encouraging.

Thank you for all your great work.
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Haden Nov 9

Good comment, I gave you a like *wink* My view is that the Hydrogel is an incubator of poison, a time

release if you will. If you plan to wipe out billions you need DARPA Hydrogel to help the body evade

the toxins within it for as long as possible. Some people have crashed soon after their shot which I

believe the vials have become warm thus upon injection the Hydrogel capsules have burst delivering

payloads of poison. DARPA is a a solvent. These rubbery clots in my view and of a few replies from

scientists are the result of massive Chronic inflammation where the cells start to spike causing this

rubbery substance that binds and eventually kills the victim. You can visit Dr Robert O Young who will

show video evidence of this rubbery substance being created by the bodies own cells through

massive chronic inflammation. 100 percent agree with you on EDTA and if I had the money I still

wouldn't go for it.
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Can you provide one or more links to Dr. Robert Young videos that specifically refer to the

hydrogel buildup/clot? Thank you 

🙏
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Haden Nov 12

Also, it's not a Hydrogel Clot, The DARPA Hydrogel is simply what covers all the toxins to

avoid the body noticing it. The longer the body fails to react to it the longer the incubation.

It is essentially a slow acting lethal injection.
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

https://thedrardisshow.com/the-antidote

Dr. Bryan Ardis makes a compelling argument about venoms being wrapped in the recently

discovered DNA plasmids found in the shots.

Great interview above.

Dr. Ana has discounted the venom theory but I think she has been too rash. Ironic that she

complains that doctors refuse to accept the existence of nano-technology in the shots yet

she has poo-poohed the venom theory.

All theories should be on the table. As long as 50% of the ingredients remain withheld from

the public no one, NO ONE, can say for certain what’s all in the shots. It’s probably a

hodgepodge, or rather witch’s brew, of various weapons/substances to make us sick &

eventually kill us. I think Frances Leader (see her Substack), who writes a good deal about

the Black Nobility, makes a very good point that the nano-technology would be way too

expensive to develop & deploy. The Globalists want to accomplish their goal in the

cheapest way possible. Whether all the research papers done on nano-technology could

be part of a psyop is unknown. But the use of venoms has a long history going back

thousands of years. It makes sense that this weapon of ancient times could still be the

weapon of choice in modern times now that it can be synthetically & cheaply produced on

an industrial scale.
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Haden Nov 12

I do not believe in the venom theory as there's no Electron Microscope Video

Evidence to prove it. My girlfriend is a Criminal Psychologist and the moment she first

saw Ardis she was jumping up and down shouting deception repeatedly. Also Snake

Venom is expensive and the man power and amount of Snakes you would need would

be crazy however, I do believe that they've programmed synthetic materials made up

of Graphene to act similar to that of Snake Venom. Watch documentary Payload 1 & 2,

I'll dig out the link for you.
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Haden Nov 12

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ahSPMOrxowHM/
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Haden Nov 12

Sure,

https://rumble.com/v36ki56-unhealthy-red-and-white-blood-cells-found-spiking-and-

clotting-after-6-days.html

https://rumble.com/v2yvzes-blood-giving-birth-to-spike-protein-an-outfection-caused-

by-and-radiation-g.html
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Marty Writes The Great Deception Nov 10

Interesting protocol. He recommends to take "at least a single protease (lumbrokinase, serrapeptase,

nattokinase, bromelain)". If i had to pick one i'd choose serrapeptase because it can degrade amyloid

fibers.
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Yet, NATTOKINASE should not be overlooked! Months ago, I saw an interview done by Attorney

Todd Callendar w/ the scientist who commercially developed Luciferase. He tested Nattokinase

and found that it not only broke down the Spike Protein but also Luciferase and it’s component

Luciferin.

Many of the shots have Luciferase (the “day-glo” type substance that’s detectable under black

lights - have you seen those viral videos showing people’s veins GLOWING under black lights?).

It’s believed that Luciferase was put in the “vaccines” as a way of tracking ppl via the QDOT

system. If one can break down the Luciferase then most likely they won’t be tracked under any

light-based surveillance system. However, the vaccinated also need to get rid of the heavy

metals that have been found in the chemical-biological weapons which make them vulnerable

to other types of tracking.
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Lisa Nash Nov 13

LONG READ BUT WORTH IT!!!!!!

I’ve been thinking a lot about all the different views I’ve been listening to on how to rid the body of

synthetic materials from the bio shots or air, food & water! Here’s my thoughts:

1. GMO foods were made from using e-coli bacteria.

https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2014/09/30/gmo-crops-produce-poisonous-gut-e-coli-many-

faces-of-an-important-bacterium/

If these parasites from the C-shots are synthetically or genetically made could it be the same e-Coli

bacteria that was also used in GMO food production? In a video I watched by Dr. Ardis and Maria

Crisler, Maria said that anti-parasites wouldn’t work on this one particular snake like parasite that was

found in our bodies from either the bio shots, air, food & water. That it fed off of e-Coli.

https://rumble.com/v390jfe-parasites-and-dna-intervention.html

It seems a synthetic or lab made e Coli is behind their GMO creation of everything they’re doing.

Could eating GMO foods be feeding these creatures inside of us?

2. If you read about Chlorine Dioxide, Methylene Blue and I’m sure there are others.........they kill

parasites, e-Coli, fungus, mold and bacteria. If we can get rid of the things in our body’s environment

that feeds these parasites we should/could be able to rid our body of them by taking things like anti-

parasitics, (Nitazoxamide, Fenbendazole, Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine per Dr. Lee Merrit’s

protocol), Zeolite to get rid of heavy metals and GI cleansers to help clean them out.

3. I DO NOT believe God would let this happen and not give us a simple cheaper answer to this

problem. Nobody can realistically afford IV EDTA or IV Vitamin C!

4. Go to Dr. Lee Merrit’s website and she will tell you her protocol in detail.

https://www.drleemerritt.com/

You have to cycle the parasite protocol she recommends. Work on killing the e-Coli, mold, bacteria,

fungus, etc by taking the above mentioned products and I think your body will do what God intended

and clean itself up without expensive procedures.

Don’t fear! Eat simple and organic, grow a garden, have faith and trust in God and He will bless!
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Veronica Evans Nov 14

Well said! Good information.
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Veronica Evans Nov 14

Oh, man, i’m getting sick & tired of these f’in paywalls. Not even Dr. Lee Merritt could resist!

There’s nothing wrong with asking for contributions/donations but to make people pay for

information is downright wrong and immoral.

I’m speaking primarily in a spiritual sense.

All the freedom doctors/fighters have said that we are at war right now and that we need to

get the word out to the world about what’s going on. How ironic that they are creating

barriers so that the general public can’t find out the truth of certain matters unless they

pay.. Bloody Hell! And almost all of these doctors /freedom fighters quote scripture.

Hypocrites! Did Jesus ever ask for payment when he healed the sick & the lame? Did He

not trust God to provide?

How much you wanna bet that these doctors/freedom fighters have substantial assets?

Gold and silver, extra piles of food, water and medicines so that when shit hits the fan

they’ll be OK. But the rest of us who can barely eke out a living are being forced to give to

these grifters. I’m sorry but that’s what they are -- GRIFTERS!.

it hurts me to say this because I genuinely appreciate every contribution they’ve made. But

they have debased their good works by trying to make a buck from the vulnerable and

sickly. It angers & disgusts me to no end!

They were the ones who chose to step forward and take on a leadership role. And with this

came worldwide fame and personal risks. We the People didn’t ask them; they took it upon

themselves. The saying, “the laborer is worthy of his hire” doesn’t apply here in my view.

And I’m not the only who has raised eyebrows & commented on this growing trend

especially on Substack. Do you all not see the irony in these doctors & freedom fighters

complaining about the general public not doing their part to fight the global evil? Yet, how

can you have an informed & motivated public when an ever increasing number of the

“conservative elites” demand payment for their information. Like the Globalists, they too

realize that INFORMATION = THE NEW GOLD!
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Margie Chism Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

Over two hours of documentary test and patent intent; this video provided remedies for now and what

maybe next. I have a better understanding of snake venom and that it can survive water and UV light, even

"your mama can breathe that reptile synthetic shit out and who will believe you?" At the near/very end of

video, Dr. Ardis does state the two venoms in the DoD self assembly hydrogel patent. He repeatedly

states that Licorice Root dissolves clots, there is a synthetic product for Licorice Root sold for removing

clots, however, I have a bag of the real Licorice Root. I did learn that people who have continuously

problems from covid (tinnitus/etc.) even with detoxing, that those withstanding/not supplementing

Magnesium for three months is beneficial since venon/synthetic bind/bond to Magnesium. ■ M

The Antidote: The Explosive Truth, Origin, and Antidote for C19

■https://thedrardisshow.com/the-antidote
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Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 9

Dr. Ardis does talk about using 7mg tobacco patch for 6 days being a very effective treatment to deal

with long covid.
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Marty Writes The Great Deception Nov 10

Tobacco tea (made with organic leaves ideally but even a good cigar will do) is even better, best

form of nicotine and it also clears the body of parasites.
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Do you have any articles you can reference about nicotine clearing the body of parasites?
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Margie Chism Nov 10

Marty - I wanted to put my patch on my neck near/on vagal nerve; but not too practical. ■

So I put on the bottom of my foot/arch. Tomarrow I plan to half patch each foot. I'm an artist

and never known of anyone patching like this. M
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Anita Söderman Writes Anita’s Substack Nov 11

Excuse me for jumping in, I got rid of my long covid by starting to take Niacin or B3. Took double

dose and got my life back . Now I am taking ordinary dose 500 mg and continuing so for some

year. Feel rather fin, at least not long covid patient....any more. God Bless!
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Was there something you read that made you try niacin, B3, to get rid of long Covid?

Also, have you had a live-blood analysis done? Do you know if you were dealing with

oxidative stress shown as sticky blood or Rouleaux formation?

Would you mind sharing what type of symptoms you were suffering from with Long Covid

? Did all your symptoms resolve with just niacin or did you also take other types of

vitamins/substances?
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vitamins/substances?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Anita Söderman Writes Anita’s Substack Nov 13

Hi, spring 20 a British music journalist Ged was doing all kinds of shows, interviews

and speeches on, a sixletter word in capitals, There he interviewed a doc who used

niacin himself, with flushes and on big doses, who told he had patients all over the

world, some recovering immediately by high doses. He gave big warning to start with

small dose to see if you can take it.

So I did, tog 1000 mg and got my life back one afternoon. Then fell back and started

up on 500 which I am doing ever since. Gradually I got better and better, up to

basically normal. After all I am 81 so what can one expect? Taking also multivitamins,

vitamin D of course, zink and quercatin by the book, of lately also silica and

magnesium, calcium.

I do get recaps or newcaps or whatever and go t hrough all my weakness points until

it is over. I have learnt to take it really easy, not push any exercise when this occurs in

order not to ruin anything. On the other hand I also have a farm that needs attending

to which I do until I fall down, and then that extra exercise does not ruin anything and I

just go on... So I dont know.

I understand this process as the body remembers this covid stuff and when a little

cold or some comes, it can start up the whole scheme, without really being covidsick

of that.

Well, what do I know. But I would not stop taking my niacin for anything and keep

telling everyone.....

No I have not done any blood analysis.

Yes, I would say only the niacin did it for me, because the other supplements I was

more or less taking before the niacin.

Glad you asked and good luck. If I remember Geds last name, Wedzinger or

something and his actually musicsite I will get back. Could it be MUS - GDS????

Bests Anita Soderman
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Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 13

Anita, thanks for sharing. It is nice to know that besides tobacco patches, there is

another option.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Margie Chism Nov 10

Grace - I got patches today, and doing a 6 day detox with no Magnesium/(venom binds to) for 3

months. ■ A sufferer from metals and venoms, I gladly will do a clean up.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 10

I think Dr. Ardis also talked about using a binder e.g. EDTA and Apple Pectin to move the

venom that is being released outside the body. Of course, I use my own detox agent and

the fiber with the detox agent in it.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margie Chism Nov 10 · edited Nov 10

Grace - Dr. Ardis's video, The Antidote, has a great collective information of

identifying and care; I wrote 13 pages of notes to keep. ■ EDTA and Vit. C clearly is

supported, even in the product mentioned for purchasing Rattlesnake venoms for

research states four sources to not use because they will destroy venom, and EDTA

and Vit. C. are two, I believe. It also mentioned that the (Rattlesnake) snake venom

needed Magnesium to bind to. I remember him saying eatting apples and their core if

you want is a defense against covid; I have added an apple every morning as part of

my breakfast. I know in the past Dr. Ardis said to use an oil like fish oil/krill to remove

venom/synthetic while detoxing like with nicotine patches, NAC, ETDA (as I

understand it) so that once this substance is releast from receptors it is carried out of

body, otherwise it will float/travel to another part of the body and can sit/take. If you

EDTA, he and Dr. Marble recommend an evening 1/2 dropper of Fulvic Acid in grape

juice to detox and fill the spots (where venom was) with essential minerals, otherwise

EDTA removes and leaves a spot that can be filled with something, yet the essential

minerals fills and soothes/moisturizes spot. I watched this interview a few minutes

ago, so I will share, very very detailed by Dr. Judy Mikovits. Keep doing a great job! M

InfoWars - Ebola is in the COVID Vaccines - Respected Research Scientist Judy

Mikovits Drops Massive Bombshells - 11-08-2023

- Oldyoti's Home Page

■https://www.brighteon.com/fe125b53-6b8a-48fa-acb1-f1d87ee6c3f8
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Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 13

I shared about the activated liquid zeolite that I use with Veronica's thread. After

looking at these things for so many years, I firmly believe that it is far more

superior than EDTA. My nephew is dealing with autism. He is 24. His parents

started giving him this zeolite product about a year ago, he is improving. I think

this zeolite needs a lot of good publicity or simply needs to be shared. I really

think the other side is trying to bring it down after many many people posted

their testimonies on Youtube.
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Margie Chism Nov 13 · edited Nov 13

Grace - I have never used zeolite; I was not able to talk/make a sound for

about a year when I was three or to four. My speech was not complete until I

received Jesus Christ Oct. 29, 1972; almost ten. As a child in very old

homes, much farming by grand and great parents I was exposed to high

levels of crop environment especially Tobacco. ■ As an artist I have had

problems with metals especially lead and I can not say from what source.

Since 2020, I have learned that I can detox from metals. When venom is

concerned EDTA is listed that it destroys venom. Whereas, Magnesium is

listed as needed for venom to bind. People recovering have found a three

month of [n]ot supplimenting Magnesium for three months while doing a

'six day' only nicotine 7mg patch has had positive results. When nicotine is

cleaning up receptors in every cell and releasing the venoms, an oil like krill

oil will carry the venom out of the body. Otherwise, the floating venom will

settle else where in the body. M
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kaal Nov 10

Sheeps blood/ LAMB destroys snake venom.
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Margie Chism Nov 10

If that is true then the sacrifice prophecied the end. ■ I have wondered what is this blood

shedding animal ritual necessary for God between man. If so, the antidote. M
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kaal Nov 10

YES. The Blood of Lambs neutralizes the affects of snake venom, Anti- venom is usually

made from sheeps blood.
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Margie Chism Nov 10

And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony;

and they loved not their lives unto the death. ■ Revelation 12:11, KJV, BLB
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kaal Nov 10

Vampires, zombies and the church of satan take down and top secrets revealed. yt

channel deep believer. have not watched the video and never watched this yt channel.

but looks like severe tech interference as happens with johnathon kleck, too much for

me now or at least tonite.
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CozzyCorner

🪔

Nov 9

Dr Ana. I commend you for all your efforts to help humanity. I have been telling people about shedding

with the childhood vaccines and all "other vaccines". They did not believe me. Everyone has been

exposed in one way or another at this point unless a person is a hermit and the air is not already

contaminated with the nano-techology producing the clots. The mosquitos were released in 2021 in

Florida and Texas.

Folks need to understand war was officially declared in America against the common people by general

milley quote: "This is a Live Exercise" at the press conference on TV. Folks keep in mind that speak in

code and gematria with symbolism.

Thanks and hedge of protection around everyone working to combat what has been released and done in

the name of King Jesus Christ. Keep praying without ceasing folks. 

🙏🪔💕

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 9

There are certainly very dark forces working right now against humanity .Who really knows what they are

spraying us with the chemtrails in our skies. My garden does not produce very well anymore despite the

fact that I fertilize organically and use rain water .

How can we find out why unvaccinated are subject to the same results as the vaccinated .???
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WuWu Nov 9

Look up Elana Freeland. Author of, among other books, "Under an Ionized Sky".
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Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 9

Thank you for the reply .I will follow this up.
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Margie Chism Nov 9

The Antidote: The Explosive Truth, Origin, and Antidote for C19 ■ Explains exposure. M

■https://thedrardisshow.com/the-antidote
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Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 10

Thank you .A long and important conversation logged and will watch later.

Thanks again for sharing.
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Margie Chism Nov 10

Guy - Take notes and make simple graphs/tables, record the time stamp. ■ I

have 13 pages and that was just highlighted information. When I hear most detail

care and caution, I think I will never forget because it is so simple, but after a day

or two it gets planted in the same garden, "Moderation." M

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 10

So true.So much information is coming out now .The dam of mis-dis

information cannot stand the leaks . I would wager that Riener Fuellmich has

enough information to put them all in the dock and that is why they had him

brought back from Mexico to Germany,under armed guard, to prosecute

him .This all confirms that they are very scared ,that they can't contain the

scam anymore.The light is shining and thank God and his angels here on

earth among us .

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margie Chism Nov 10

Guy - Amen. ■ I have had angels shoulder to shoulder compassed

around my property for years/decades, and prehaps some beyond that

barrier. They are most gentleman and armed, they are the perfect

example of force and service. I have seen them fight terribly ugly; and

right down low yet keeping their stand. I have seen them celebrate with

their large swords and massive shields. Not one has defiled or

abandoned me. I try to remember to ask God to bless them over, and

over; to reward them now and later. My request is that in eternity that

the angels he gave me will be identified by what God adorned them in

their obedience and love that I and all will see their/angels reward of

most excellence. M

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 10

Oh and I do document and store everything in my file folders which are also

backed up .
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Marty Writes The Great Deception Nov 10

The main reason is nanoparticles of aluminum, which changes the soil's pH. Since the ILLEGAL

chemtrails operations started the earth is receiving ~30% less solar radiation, so the plants grow

much slower.

The solution is to hang each and every one of the morons involved in these crimes (start with Bill),

then we can enjoy blue skies again. This has been going on for far too long.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

michael janket Nov 10

Where in hell are our Congress people? It's far easier to be ticketed for jaywalking than to make true

and patently clear observations about the enormous dangers posed by the Covid vaccines YET my

governor and his health commissioner are still praising to the heavens these inefficacious and

enormously dangerous vaccines??? Huh? The sheer enormity of these problems we now face are

devastating and TV talking heads will NEVER announce these facts to the gulled populace. Were it

not for this censorious nightmare Covid would be stillborn. Instead, these vaccines and their

murderous capabilities threaten to eliminate humanity so slime like Gates and Schwab can continue

living? What am I missing here?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

bastringue Nov 10

You are missing the fact that they are all working for the same team and AGAINST humanity.
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Nov 9

Subcellular melatonin (the type we absorb through our skin during the day), is even more of a powerful

antioxidant than gluthione:

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/how-to-treat-emf-radiation-part-1

Thank you so much for your work Dr. Ana.
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Margie Chism Nov 9

Yesterday ■ I rolled my lounge/vintage or antique to my front year and sun in the afternoon with the

leaves falling; surrealism. M
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

But if the chem-trails are blocking the sun, then that?
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The Bodysnatchers Writes The Bodysnatchers Nov 9

Is it possible that the unvaccinated are getting this stuff from other drugs like dental anaesthetics rather

than shedding?
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Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

Oh yes , both ! I am the proof myself....2021, big dental work with a lot of anesthesics, and december

22, suddenly high blood pressure and fatigue. Silly enough, I saw a vaxx Mazsseur... and it is worse.

without Vit C, I would not fonction. NAC C D Zinc sometimes IVM and EDTA suppos...no real result !
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bastringue Nov 10

Yes. Got it when I got anesthesiant at the hospital for a gastroscopy. It took 10 days and then my

health went South real fast.
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The Bodysnatchers Writes The Bodysnatchers Nov 10

There's a Sherlock Holmes quote that goes something like "when you have eliminated the

impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth." Unfortunately, the

depopulation agenda is really all that's left to explain any of this.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

bastringue Nov 10

There is the transhumanist agenda as well. My educated guess is that like 90% of the

population won't be able to tolerate the nanotechnology, because it will create too much

inflammation. The 10% that's left will tolerate it up to a point, but will live shorter lives and

won't know what freedom is.
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Reasonable theory.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Anita Söderman Writes Anita’s Substack Nov 11

and become smaller....
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The Bodysnatchers Writes The Bodysnatchers Nov 10

Yes, who knows apart from the psychopaths? And they're not going to tell - unless

someone uses their own mind control methods on them and forces a confession. I

imagine they'd crack pretty easily.
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Agent Midnight Rider Nov 9

We did the same experiment but instead of using glutathione or vitamin C, we used CBD which is 50

percent stronger as an antioxidant than vitamin C. We tested two unvaccinated individuals including

myself and one triple vaccinated person. We let them sit for 8 to 11 days at room temperature. We didn't

see any of that yellow clotting on top as a matter of fact there was almost zero clotting. we then took them

and got live blood analysis. Here are the results....

https://rumble.com/v372wj2-ph-miracle-and-cbd-detox-test-of-covid-vaccine-and-shedding-

injuries.html Intel courtesy of Agent Midnight Rider
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Happiness: AViewpoint! Nov 9

They are now seeing that the natural wormwood is helping so they are making it not available. Taking off

the shelves.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 10

https://makismd.substack.com/p/artemisia-annua-artemisin-sweet-wormwood
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

DAMN PAYWALL!!!
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Happiness: AViewpoint! Nov 10

Thank you for the link. 

😊
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Jayne Doe Nov 10 · edited Nov 10

Sage tea.
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Happiness: AViewpoint! Nov 10

I like sage in my tea when I have a cold. Or in winter I put more in the chicken soup for everyone.

I haven’t had to use sage in years for a bronchial cold.
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Carol_007 Nov 9

Dr. Ana, have these unvaccinated ever had Covid? I'm one unvaccinated, no covid, but have had two

separate cancers plus a rare, benign ovarian tumor since vaccine rollouts. Thank you for all of the work

you do!
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Carol B Nov 12

There is shedding, as best we understand. Are you in a home with vaxxed or work closely with them?

Is your spouse, family, best friends? Or fly, seated closely with people who are vaxxed?

I react when I go out with public and am seated for an hour or more beside people, mostly older who

are mostly vaxxed. I usually come home very sick and weak. I do take an aspirin because my body

aches. It goes away in a couple of hours but it is like a feeling of dread, like this is horrible. It’s a very

powerful negative force.
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Carol_007 Nov 13

I live with someone who was vaxxed but I did my best to isolate during the "pandemic" then I sat

in a rest home with my dad (unvaccinated) for a month just after everyone got vaccinated. After

that, I was in the hospital for three different serious surgeries and kept saying "someone

vaccinated me while I was sleeping". I was healthy, then suddenly wasn't. Yes, I believe I was

shed on.
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bastringue Nov 10

You can't know if you had "covid" or not because there are no tests to detect "covid".
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JulieBelzeski Writes JulieBelzeski’s Newsletter Nov 9

Dr. Ana, have you considered what effects Castor Oil might have?
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Citizen Seer Writes Citizen’s Substack Nov 9

That's a "tough love" article.

Thank you for being clear and direct.

Yes, we must re-arrange our priorities. We must want to understand, want to take action, want to fight for

our lives.

Dying is not being defeated.

Remaining complacent in the face of a direct threat, is certain defeat.
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KATHERINE JERNIGAN Nov 9

What am I not getting? If ALA, Glutathione, Plaquex and MB work so well to detoxify blood, why do they all

look like the untreated sample, with a huge clot and white gunk? I see no difference. I've had covid but no

shots and don't think my blood is forming these clots and white rubbery things.
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bastringue Nov 10

You can't know if you had "COVID" as there are no tests to detect this so-called "disease".
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KATHERINE JERNIGAN Nov 10

Sorta true. It was the weirdest illness I've ever had. Not very sick, but 3 weeks of oddest ever.

And a positive antibody test.
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Debi Long Nov 9

I fully intend to live., and thank you Dr.Ana for your tireless efforts & amazing skills!! To be able to undo this

disgusting act against humanity is truly A miracle and god bless you for being straight forward with us

who are terrified and confused.. please know... I’m fighting on my own for ten years... i was injected by a

research lab unknowingly and spent3 long years figuring out an still a lab rat.. and these Morgelleons or

whatever they are named have taken a turn no one is talking about.. they have become freaking

ENTITIES.. I’ve got 3 films of it happening real time from my own body.. from the time this “stuff” is pulled

from my skin it’s less than 5 minutes before it’s grown and has an agenda and life of its own!!! What am I

to do at this point .. NO ONE WILL HELP ME.. i can get advice on edta etc but who will give it to me.. who

will examine my blood.. take my ten year history.. No one I’ve seen, not one... and I’m going to get locked

up if i continue to explain to physicians who are terrified Shad literally run away... so where do i go.. i don’t

want to watch myself die this way and I’m too a point my lower legs are numb most of the day.. i massage

these things from my body but i can’t keep this up forever.. it’s taking me over and i need help.. to view one

of the videos of one of the “creatures” this “stuff” turns into you can tune into rebecca brewers channel on

brighteon... I’m still trying to figure out how to load the other videos as they are prompting me to long to

send but I’ll post them as soon as i find out how to do it. If you or your co workers are interested in seeing

this videos please connect with me and help me to send them i don’t want to try to shorten the I’m not

tech savvy enough and don’t want them deleted on accident. God Bless you and your Co workers with

peace and knowledge.
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Marty Writes The Great Deception Nov 10

Have you tried listening to isochronic tones ? Someone here who had morgellons was cured just by

listening to certain frequencies, 2128 Hz in particular.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Debi Long Nov 14

I have tried and still use frequency to help with the crazy noise piped into my home.. it’s so loud i

caught it on film.. freaked me out.. I’ve not tried this one tho so thank you I’ll try it!

🙂

LIKE REPLY SHARE

kaal Nov 9

lookoutfacharle video the end of electronic harassment. and oil of oregano straight{no carrier oil yes

it burns as long as no adverse allergic rx} basically cured an elderly relative of mine. just the ooo. but

everyone is different. she now just maintains by putting in nose ears i think.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Debi Long Nov 14

I’ve been hearing allot about this lately thanks I’ll give it a shot!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Janna Nov 9

Not only. He eliminated the four proteases to observe whether ivermectin provided that effect on its

own or not. At a small dose of 1ml it didn’t. But when he doubled it, it decreased the volume of rubber

clot significantly, but didn’t eliminate it completely. Still, there’s a clear correlation between dose of

iver and white clot size. This is by far the cheapest option

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Carol B Nov 12

There is a truther man that talks quite a bit about Morgellons. He has shared his protocol. I don’t

know it exactly but I do remember him telling how he would take a bath with certain substances

(maybe Borax?)and others and would get out and he could see the parasites in the tub, using UB

light I believe. It fascinated me because I had never heard of Morgellons. His name is Gene Decode.

He has YT videos I’m certain you can locate. Best wishes.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 9

Dear Debi, what are you talking about? Can I see the videos?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Debi Long Nov 9

Yes!! Id love to share them with you.. i have an 11 pro iPhone which will only let me send 1 min of

video.. can you tell me or do you know how i can send more than 2 min? You can view the first

one i ever extracted on rebecca brewers brighteon channel .. i believe it starts by saying “a

friend sent a video” I’m not sure if it’s possible to post photos here.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 10

If you search "Share long videos on your iPhone", there is a section "Send a video using an

iCloud link. I think you can get a link that way. We have 30 days to download the link. Are

we allowed to post a link here? I am new so I am not sure about the protocol here.
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Debi Long Nov 14

I’m new to and so that’s a great question lol.. i haven’t noticed photos or videos

posted (?)
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J.-J. Nov 9

Bless you for all that you do for us all, Dear Dr Ana.......

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

lynn Nov 9

Thank you Dr. Ana. It's great that IV EDTA chelation works, but how does the average person access this

therapy?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

No way in France, for instance. Not even one cliinic...

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers 7 mins ago

I am getting IV EDTA + Vit C chelation here in Hawaii.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

akamai kane Writes akamai’s Substack Nov 9

Still have not seen any blood testing using BORAX. Why is that? It is rumored to stop the nanoparticle

self-assembly. If it does prevent the formation of these rubbery clots, and it is so inexpensive, then what is

the rational conclusion? I am really becoming somewhat tired of testing the same anti-clotting agents

over and over again. Quite Frankly, it is boring. Potassium Iodide is also a chelator and deserves to be

tested; and again is very inexpensive and widely available, just like BORAX.

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

WuWu Nov 10 · edited Nov 10

If you're into chelation, Chlorella algae( tablets, preferably uncracked whole-cell) are also very

effective, especially with heavy metals. Thanks for reminding me about Boron( not industrial strength

borax), as well as Lugol's Iodine.

S

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Brandon Paradoski Writes Conversation from Home Nov 9

What is the IV vitamin C and EDTA concentration and frequency ? And what metal supplements should be

taken with EDTA IV?

Is there a protocol to follow/give to health care providers ?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Carol B Nov 9

Dr. Ana, did you know that the Washington Monument Emits Frequency hz in the range to impact vaxxed.

.5 - 5.0. Depending on where you measure. Likely other federal monuments as well.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Meaghan Nov 9

Carol, where/how did you learn this?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Carol B Nov 10

QNEWSPATRIOT on Rumble, SGAnon, File 65 uploaded recently. It’s the channel with over

100,000 followers. Flip through the video until you see him post a picture and talk about it.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Remi Steele Writes Remi’s Substack Nov 9

Have you looked at nattokinase, lumbrokinase, and serrapetase individually and in combination?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

WuWu Nov 9

Have you or anyone else tried manganese( Mn.)? A few years ago, I successfully reversed what seemed to

be leukemia( according to my bloodwork) with concentrated Mn drops. Recent research would indicate

that Mn is also effective at fighting plaque, as well as balancing cholesterol. I'm looking into whether this

might be promising. -- sadly, I do not have a lab.

Also, I can only think that C60 would help with potentiating any supplements; We do take this here at

home.

Many thanks for your efforts

S
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michael janket Nov 10

Interesting observations. I had a similar situation. I had been diagnosed with CLL, the chronic

lymphocytic leukemia and it was rather quiescent for about 12 years, albeit with increase of the

leukemic cells. Then, I got very very sick and doctors said my leukemia was kicking up and I had to

either start chemo or I'd bite the dust. I took the pre-chemo tests and was "ready" to start chemo

when I was diagnosed at that same time with babesiosis which I got from a tick bite. After nearly

kicking the bucket prior to hospitalization, once I was freed of the babesiosis, lo and behold, no

leukemia! I've been clean for 3 years now with normal blood reports. Wha hoppen?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Janna Nov 9

But very interesting about the Mn and you reversing leukaemia with it. Phenomenal. I read a Chinese

study titled Innate Immune Cells Speak Manganese. Curiously manganese is mangana in Greek

which means miracle. But what mostly compelled me to take manganese at larger dose is the sheer

amount of studies done into Mn toxicity. They’re trying to tell us how toxic it is. Even dietary Mn. In

the inverse reality we live, I made sure I make and take my own MnCl drops. How many mg per day

were you taking?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Janna Nov 9

C60 is the greatest con. It provides nano sized carbon “cages” for assemblies of nano tech in the

body at great expense to our pocket. They must be having a very good laugh.
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Charlie Writes Charlie’s Substack Nov 9

Think about c60 attracting the very crap we need out. Research will get you to government

sponsors. Enuf said.
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Amanda Grace Nov 10

Dr Ana, Thank you for your work. Have you tested the effects of oral Hydrogen peroxide therapy or the use

of Chlorine Dioxide? Hopeful for something that everyone can afford.
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Mike Holloway Writes Mike’s Substack Nov 10

Chlorine Dioxide oxygenates the blood per Andreas Kalcker. Been using it as well since 2021 after having

c19 and have had good results.

This is another critical component to other therapies to oxygenate the blood since knowing c19 and the

Bioweapon shot serums reduce the oxygen.
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Mike Holloway Writes Mike’s Substack Nov 10

Also, Andreas Kalcker discovered that CDS, chlorine dioxide, Oxygenates the blood. This is the most

critical component to use CDS as well to fight off the effects of c19 and shedding.

CDS oxygenates the blood.
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Haden Nov 9

Rubbery Clots formation is a result of massive chronic inflammation through the jabs & sex with the

vaccinated, possibly through chemtrails which has been going on for decades but I'm not convinced it's

chemtrails causing massive Chronic inflammation. When massive Chronic inflammation occurs the cells

naturally spike creating that rubbery substance that binds and causes the clots. You can visit Dr Robert O

Young who will show you video evidence of cells spiking due to massive Chronic inflammation.
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Garry Brown Nov 9

Hi, does anyone know Dr Ana's though on the safety of anaesthetics in Australian hospitals. I watched her

video on dental anaesthetics having nanotechnology.

I'm in Australia and may be having surgery next month, my question is,,, is the anaesthetic safe in Australia

or are there safe brands etc, or should I try to avoid the surgery? Any help or thoughts is appreciated.
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matt. j.a.o.b Writes matt’s microscopy Nov 11

Hi Garry, Have a look at nixonlab.com. or dr Nixon in the recommended list here.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

David Merrill Writes David’s Substack Nov 9 · edited Nov 12

Thanks for the wonderful blood cleansing products. Thank you from my heart - pun intended.

My blood needs little improvement but just the same I feel hydroxychloroquine is a good way to go!

Quoting from the Law Suit Thread:

There are big technicalities to overcome!

The Plaintiff(s) have no standing. Humans are still unable to prove injury through shedding and close

contact. The transhumans are allegedly the "injured" but they signed consent and rolled up their sleeves.

No injured party.

https://www.cnet.com/science/kodak-gets-765m-loan-from-us-government-to-produce-medicines-

reportedly-including-hydroxychloroquine/

You keep calling the Vaccines experimental? Not so. The baseline or control group participants were

informed they had not received the vaccine injection and were encouraged to go get it; to be inoculated.

Without a control there is no experiment.

BTW Primarily the endotheliitis and myocarditis (Spike Protein Injury) is a prolific and self regenerative

plaque. So consider how TRUMP was ejected by 2000 Mules from the Oval Office because he loaned

$186M to Eastman Kodak to stockpile pharmaceutical grade raw chemicals to produce domestic

hydroxychloroquine. Hydroxychloroquine is also Plaquenil like Plaque-be-Gone for tooth plaque, but for

the blood. It scours the capillaries in the brain and body.

https://www.sciencephoto.com/media/1096918/view

"Beginning in March 2020, US President Donald Trump began promoting hydroxychloroquine to prevent

or treat COVID-19, citing small numbers of anecdotal reports. Trump stated in June that he was taking the

drug as a preventive measure, stimulating unprecedented worldwide demand and causing shortages of

hydroxychloroquine for its prescribed purpose of preventing malaria. After issuing an emergency use

authorization for physicians to use the drug to treat hospitalized people with severe COVID-19 infection,
Expand full comment
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David Merrill Writes David’s Substack Nov 11

The secret to keeping vibrant health through this, among all of the remedies Dr Ana Maria is

proposing is to be protective of your DNA. Elite shungite (transition metallofullerenes) and Carbon 60

(BAATI Formula - stirred two weeks magnetically in extra virgin olive oil in the dark) will keep your

DNA impervious to the RF and other shedding assaults.

https://osf.io/mjc97/
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James Nov 9

Suggestion, for future analysis. If natto isn't stopping the rubbery clots, then maybe it should be removed

from the cocktail to reduce possible confusing results. Perhaps for instance, the natto in question is

polluted
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David S Nov 9

The focus is on unvaccinated here. What about the vaccinated? Is it just unvaccinated that are at risk?

Thanks
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Bob Lersch Nov 9

I did this on my blood and got a strip down the middle of the clotted blood that looked like the clots the

embalmers have been reporting. When I cleaned the blood clot away the white/gray part was not very

strong and was easily pulled apart. Is this just the fibrin?
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BRK7_2 Nov 9

Dr Ana, the parasitic walk among us. Unless they are bloodless aliens they must have a simple remedy to

prevent dying from their own ‘gift’ to humanity. Much simpler than ongoing IV chelation and available to a

great number of them. Let’s hope it’s not adrenochrome, and please (and thank you), keep testing and

keep your spirit up. I wish there was a feasible way for us non-medical folk to join in on the research.
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BlazeCloude3 Nov 9

Quite the Warrior, Dr. Ana. With younger people like you on the Frontline...

There is reason for hope and can only pray others like you join the fight

to relieve some of the strain as even such dedication and spirit can

falter without a rest once in a while. 

🙏💖🙏
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Denis Kristan Nov 9

Hvala za vaše delo, meni ni jasno kaj je EDTA, prebiram vaše objave in kot laik ne razumem vse.

v naprej se zahvaljujem za objavo
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Claudia Nov 9

Does anyone have any suggestions for a reasonable dark field microscope we can use at home?
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Pirate Studebaker Nov 9

A substack by a man named matt j.a.o.b has given details for microscopes that are good for home

use. Look through his articles. I think it was around a month ago.
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Claudia Nov 9

Thank you … I’ll check Matt’s info.
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Janna Nov 9

I’m also looking for a microscope for home. The microscope army is getting stronger! 

😁
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Aminata Nov 12

Hallo Dr Ana I am writing again,the 5th time in the hope you answer.You write that people have to wake

up.I woke up and surching for help a long long time.Me I am contamineted with hydrogel-graphene.I need

help please.I am in a very bad condition.Not one person I find here in Germany which is willing to talk even

obout or help me get out of this contamineted nanotechnology in my blooth. Please help me to know what

dose how much mg of EDTA or Vitamin C Infussion I have to Look for?Can I take methylblue if I take

Tabletts for pain?I know its about to find help and clear my blooth or die.I am not a doctor so please help

me to save my live please.I am a mother allone without help or family allone sick at home.I write you an

Email on your Info Adress.Please I bag you Dr Ana help me please to fight and save my live

My adress diouf.aminata2021@outlook.de

God bless you
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Mary Altmann Writes Mary’s Substack Nov 11

Dr. Ana, please try iodine, and also food grade hydrogen peroxide.
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Mary Altmann Writes Mary’s Substack Nov 11

Dear Dr. Ana, please try Protease. It may be a viable option. Thank you!
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Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 10

Thank you for sharing. I said I will not use EDTA is not because it does not work according to the way

these doctors said it would. It is because I truly believe that this micronized activated zeolite from Rik

Deitch is far superior. It is highly negatively charged, so the affinity to positively charged toxin is high,

much more than the other detox agents. It does not remove/deplete minerals unless they are high and out

of balance. It does not have the "drag and drop" issues that the other chelators may have. This is because

most of the toxins are trapped in the empty cages of the zeolite. Once they are inside the cages, they are

no longer in contact with the body. Due to the fact that it selects the highest charged toxins to come out

first, irradiation dust, graphene oxide, mercury, etc will come out first while the other agents have a hard

time getting to. If I spend time detoxifying my body, I prefer to use this one. There are a lot of people who

claim they have good micronized activated zeolite. After watching all the events over all these years, and

evaluating their zeolite, I conclude Rik Deitsch's micronized activated zeolite is the best. It can save a lot

more lives and heartaches.
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Have you actually tried the product? I know you believe the micronized activated zeolite works, but

are you speaking from personal experience?
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Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 13

I have used this original micronized activated zeolite since 2007(Now there are a lot of

imitatative products). My first personal shocking experience with it was it cleared my lung in a

month after I had a 'bad cough" for about 20 years. At that time, my 9-year-old happened to be

dealing with a 104-degree fever. Instead of dragging him to the ER, I decided to give him 10

drops at 5 pm and then at bedtime. The next day, his temperature went back to normal.
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Doug Powell Writes Doug’s Substack Nov 10

But yeah was the idea on the Methyl en Blue that the whit was less is that what you mean it looks better? I

don't see anything better or different other than the white was smaller.

Is the white parts white blood cells is that what that is?

How gross and just disgusting that people know this is going on and they don't care...

I say this though "NO! weapon formed against me/us will prosper". This is a weapon it's being used

against us it can not prosper if you claim that over your life and believe it.

People try that pray over this stuff see what effects it has or doesn't.

All tongues regardless if it's AI or Nano tech or gangstalkers or govt atheists or Satanists or Luciferan's

who rose up against us in Judgement are condemned unless or until they repent...

They shall gather against us but not by him they will fall for our sake.

All those that dug these pits for us will fall into the same pit. Meaning they will suffer the same fate as we

are now. v2k torment clots etc....

I do all I can to help myself not have this happen, but I already got stage four Cancer and still alive. I should

already be dead technically. Stage four cancer for me only has an 8% chance of living 5 or more years I'm

already past five... I got stage four in 2017 it's 2023 now so on 6 years. Lost a left kidney and right adrenal

gland. Plus it's on my left second rib in the back but it's been in remission since it moved there. Makes me

wonder though if it's a real diagnoses or fake. Meaning they wanted me to do all this crap so they could

try and kill me???

I mean no left kidney no right adrenal gland but I still function pretty good... But v2k is taking it's toll on me

with loud music and voices and droning musical notes daily...

It's all I can do to get up and face the day. But for those that are spiritual or know the scriptures or

prophecy it says if you make it to 1260 you will be saved I am on 1100 days now and in May I will have

1260 so pray I make it thank you...
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Veronica Evans Nov 12

Do you know the website fenbendazole.org? You can watch videos on YouTube of Joe Tipps. He had

advanced cancer & was given a few months to live. On the advice of a friend who was a veterinarian,

Tipps took fenbendazole and eventually was cured of his fatal cancer.
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Guy St Hilaire Writes Guy’s Substack Nov 10

This from a video documentary at the "World Health Sovereignty Summit" interview by Sasha Stone with

Dr.David Martin . A brilliant David Martin spells it out explicitly .If you are not familiar with David you will be

surprised at his photographic mind and capacity to connect all the pieces of the big picture from science

and political documentation . Without providing a link for you ,just plug in the following wording in your

browser :

"Dr.David Martin names names in this World Sovereignty Summit" and search for Rumble or Bitchute.

The powers that be are already hard at work to censure this video which is extremely important for us all

to know . Many thanks to Dr.Ana Maria Mihalcea for sharing awareness in our tumultuous world and May

God help us all.
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Anita Nickulas Nov 10

Finding someone to do EDTA treatments is the real challenge. So, most of us can only do oral mitigation.
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Caroline Nov 10

What about h2o2 nebulized or consumed? Oxygenating.
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ConcernedGrammy Nov 10

Source to back up these statements, please.

"unvaccinated people are developing the same rubbery clots as the C19 injected due to shedding"

"more and more people, including the unvaccinated are developing turbo cancers and are dying

suddenly."
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Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

What about EDTA Suppos and sublingual oral EDTA ?

Nac C D Zinc sometimes EDTA suppos... results = nothing... main symptoms : fatigue + shortness of

breath... (rouleaux... the french doctors do not know the term !!!) dental work in 2021 (anesthesics) first

symptoms dec 2022. Increased after Massages...(vaxed Masseur)

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Julia Nov 10

An alternative to IV EDTA

https://eartheracademy.com/course/edta-enema-for-heavy-metal-detoxification/
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Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 10

Tx, oh my goodness... what are we supposed to do ? I have .EDTA suppos, (very weak amount of

EDTA) and I mix them with oral EDTA powder...

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Julia Nov 10

By all means use what you have already purchased. But when you have used up your

supply, the enema protocol is cheap and effective. 1250 mg EDTA powder dissolved in 4 oz

distilled water. You can use an enema syringe or bottle (like a fleet enema) with the

solution, hold for as long as possible (15 min-30 min) and expel. Always do an enema after

a bowel movement.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 10

os it the same powder than in the capsules ? In this case, I could use them !

LIKE REPLY SHARE

bastringue Nov 10

I've been using EDTA suppos like 4-5 times a week for two months now and saw no results so far.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 10

bastringue, c'est français ! idem.... Nac vit C D Zinc EDTA IVM Tisanes ... résultats = 0 sauf la

Vitamine C qui me donne une énergie artificielle, mais toujours souffle court, et sensations

étranges etc.

https://odysee.com/@deleau2:6/Dr-Ana-Mihalcea---La-composition-chimique-du-produit-

qui-se-trouve-dans-les-flacons-des-vaccins-est-%C3%A9quivalente-%C3%A0-ce-qui-est-

pulv%C3%A9ris%C3%A9-au-dessus-de-nos-t%C3%AAtes-par-la-g%C3%A9o-

ing%C3%A9nierie:4

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

bastringue Nov 10

hehe oui :)

Le souffle court est mon principal symptômes... Mêmes les exercices de respiration ne

règlent rien. As-tu réussi à obtenir des résultats autrement? C'est ce qu'on appelle le «

covid long » même si c'est clairement la conséquence des injections et ça se répand dans

la population...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 10

Ide m ! Bienvenue au Club... souffle très court et grosse fatigue. J'ai 17 ans de chant

lyrique, je connais le souffle, dès que je monte une pente, c'est la cata. là, j'ai rajouté

de l' IVM, mais je n'ai que très peu de cachets, 3 ème cachet cette nuit, j'ai bien dormi,

cela faisait longtemps ! Je précise que je ne suis pas vacc, mais en revanche ai reçu

plein d'anesthésiants dentaires bourrés de cochonneries.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

bastringue Nov 11

Idem ici, attrapé par les anesthésiants. Je ne soupçonnais pas ce niveau

démoniaque... L'ivermectine ça prend du temps à agir. As-tu acheté tes

comprimés en Inde? J'achète en format liquide pour chevaux, mais c'est

vraiment beaucoup plus cher, dont je regardais du côté de l'Inde. Mais comment

savoir pour la pureté...?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 11 · edited Nov 11

Toi aussi ? des travaux dentaires ? Quand ? moi en 2020/2021. Tu es le

premier cas que je rencontre qui soit semblable au mien... Cela aura mis 2

ans à se manifester. Comme pour beaucoup de Vaxx. Quand j'ai vu le

contenu des anesthésiants, je me suis dit, "mais c'est pas vrai", eu comme

un bleu" !

Donne moi plus de renseignements sur l IVM. Pourquoi ça met du temps à

agir ?

Non, j'ai reçu une vieille plaquette de 12 MG. J'ai pissé jaune fluo ensuite...

Tu crois que je pourrais couper mes morceaux en quatre, et prendre tous les

jours pendant 1 mois ?

Je respire de plus en plus ma, je ne peux plus monter une légère côte...

Comment peux tu avoir du liquide pour chevaux ? Et ca te fait du bien ?

J'ai de HCQ, est ce que ça aide conjointement ?

Tu as le lien pour l'Inde ?

Les médecins d'ici refusent d'en prescrire ?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

bastringue Nov 12

Non pas de lien pour l'Inde, mais des gens que je connais... SAuf aucun

moyen de savoir si c'est légitime. Sinon pour chevaux j'ignore si c'est

légal en France mais oui au Canada...

Même chose pour moi, de plus en plus essoufflé, et aucune idée quoi

faire.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 12 · edited Nov 12

Hier, une amie m'a appelé, elle venait d'apprendre qu'un copain à

elle non vaxx est tombé dans les pommes, et depuis a aussi le

souffle très court, pire encore que moi. Elle m'a suggéré de

prendre de l'aspirine qui fluidifie le sang... je ne suis essouflé que

^pendant l'effort. L'ivermectine n'est plus en vente, même avec

ordonnance ? Je ne me souviens plus si tu prends qq chose. Mais

NAC (600 mg) VIT C(3000 mg) D Zinc, sont le minimum.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Keyesgood Writes Keyesgood’s Substack Nov 9

Dr Ana , can’t believe you have not tried, Niacin, When taken in about 500 mg , the person gets a rush ,

goes bold red ,

You should do a before and after blood test ,

Nutritionist

Australia

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Carol B Nov 10

I think a good idea. I know of a woman, unvaxxed, who developed severe Covid symptoms. She was

quite knowledgeable and tried numerous supplements, natural protocols. A researcher suggested

she try a large dose Niacin, like Niacin flush, and it worked beautifully.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 9

Dear Dr. Ana,

Thank you for sharing your work. I have been quite astounded by the results that you shared regarding

comparing different anti-oxidant compounds and their ability to prevent clots from shedding. It is

disturbing to see that even nattokinase and Glutathione did not seem to prevent the clot.

A few more ideas of research came to my mind, and I wonder if you are willing to give them a try.

1. Use the urine of the subject. According to Dr. Ed Group, urea and uric acid can dissolve protein. He

explains this extensively in the docu-series, 1. The Unbreakables and 2. Healing Genesis, produced by

Jonathan Otto. According to Dr. Group, there is nothing that urotherapy cannot heal. His website is:

www.urotherapyresearch.com

2. Use a detox agent called Cell Defender by Avini. I will be glad to donate a bottle. It is from the

biochemist, Rik Deitsch, who is the creator of the category of micronized activated zeolite. I have been

using this detox agent ever since 2007 and have been comparing it with other detox agents/methods

(including EDTA). My conclusion is that it is the safest and most effective detox agent in the world. The

following is a short video explaining the product.

Rik talks about Cell Defender (5.5 min)

https://vimeo.com/708766220

3. Use a structured spherical nano silver product from Avini. I will be glad to donate a bottle as well. Since

the clot is from a bacteria, this nano silver product most likely can immobilize it. This particular product

has over 60 safety studies and is safe for internal consumption. I have been drinking one tablespoon twice

a day for about a year with incredible results and have not turned any color. The following is a short video

explaining the product. Rik talks about Nano Silver (2 minutes) https://vimeo.com/821122720

4. Use 1-2 Hydrogen-Enriched Water Tablets. I would be happy to provide some for you to try as well.

Currently, I am trying them. I was told that this is an all around antioxidant and that there is no need for me

to take any high-dose vitamin C supplementation. They explained that it involves Magnesium.

Please let me know if you are willing to try these ideas. I would be happy to send the products to you.

Please let me know where to send them to.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Charlie Writes Charlie’s Substack Nov 9

Did it with good results until 2020, well it’s in us and no need to recycle crap back in. Think about

that...

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Carol B Nov 10

Is the clot from a bacteria? I thought it was not “living”, self assembling.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Veronica Evans Nov 12

Good point. Shows that you’re thinking which is what we all need to do!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 10

Didn't Dr. Ana write that it is CDB (Cross Domain Bacteria) or something else?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Carol B Nov 10

You are correct. She did. I’m don’t understand that as my understanding was that they are

synthetic structures.

My apologies.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 10

We are all learning and trying to find out what is going on. The reason why this point is

stuck in my head is because of my father. When he had his third stroke, he had very

serious congestion in his lungs. At that time, I already had in my hand the structured

spherical nanosilver that was completely safe for internal use. I let him breathe from

the nebulizer for 3 seconds, and a tremendous amount of phlegm that seemed to

never break came out. I had to use multiple tissues to pull the phlegm out of his

mouth. After who knows how many feet of the phlegm came out, it finally broke. There

was still more in his mouth. So I repeated the process again. I think these "long

phlegm" seem to be very consistent with the long clots that the funeral directors

showed in the pictures. This nano silver is very good in neutralizing the activities of

any bad microbes, and bad proteins that do not belong to the body. That is why it

makes sense to me when Dr. Ana Maria mentioned that the clot has a bacterial

component.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Carol B Nov 10

Fascinating.

Could be very helpful. Was the nano silver a certain brand or do you make your

own?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

C'est une catastrophe ! There is no chelation clinic in France ! Not even one ! What can we do ?

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Nostradamus X Nov 9

Try waking up de Gaulle!

LIKE (1) REPLY (3) SHARE

Nostradamus X Nov 9

� “Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn’t pass it to our

children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the

same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children’s children

what it was once like in the United States where men were free.”

-- President Ronald Reagan

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

Lol. I would prefer Le Maréchal Pétain !

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Joey jinx Nov 9

Great work you French protesting against Scumbucket macron. ,go hard France. Well done love

from down under

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

Macron is the Rothschilds's puppet ! Our elections have been stolen.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Joey jinx Nov 9

He is killing himself slowly , stay strong and keep up the pressure ,the MAGGOTS are

crawling scared

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Joey jinx Nov 9

Everytime I meet up with French people in West Australia I firstly praise them for such

bravado protesting was outstanding A1 , then I tell them how much of a Muppet scum

MAGGOT Macron is , we always leave each other agreeing .

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

I am surprised as french people voted for him.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

Macron : A gay s and m and his tranny Jean Michel called "Madame

Brigitte" !

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Julia Nov 10

https://eartheracademy.com/course/edta-enema-for-heavy-metal-detoxification/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Un-silent Nov 9

How is one supposed to afford to get EDTA IV on a regular basis? This treatment is not cheap and most of

us are living paycheck to paycheck in this economy. Would nitric oxide be a good option?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9

exactement !!! and here, France, no chélation clinic at all ! the only one has been closed by the french

goverrment !

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Un-silent Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

It seems that the poor and the French are doomed. I feel the nitric oxide is a good option though,

I hope you can get that in France.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

Lol ! oh my goodness and now, "NO", something more ! I have never heard of. I have

ordered a Bromelain, Nakinnotase, etc. complex... after NAC C D Zinc IVM Zeolite EDTA...

cat's clow for thousands of euros... !!!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Un-silent Nov 10

I have heard the EDTA cream in the pit of your elbow is good for a slow detox. I tried

the Cat's Claw but felt nothing different. I am also taking the NAC, D, Zinc, with

powdered high dose vitamin C also. I don't know if you can order from

Infowarsstore.com but they have the nitric oxide and a really good B-12 liquid for

under the tongue that is fabulous. All of this stuff is expensive but we are worth it, lol.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 10 · edited Nov 10

Je suis français... I do not want to order from here. We have to pay huge taxes

when it comes from the US... I have just ordered a bromelain, natto...complex...

thousands of euros, already ! IVM seems a bit helpful

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Un-silent Nov 11

What a drag, so sorry je suis desole, . I think you are doing fine with what

you have unless you have clotting issues. IVM is great, keep it in stock if you

can.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 11

I do not know if I have clotting issue ! I shall know it iof I have a stroke !

My breath is getting more and more difficult in spite of all my detox...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Un-silent Nov 11

Are you taking aspirin?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 11

no, do you think I should ?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Carol B Nov 12

I wonder about aspirin myself. Perhaps not as a solution

to this medical issue but in general as helpful health

protocol. Dr. Mercola wrote a long article on aspirin

recently and stated that he was taking 365 mg/day.

That it was very beneficial. With evening meal if I

remember correctly.

One big caution: look at inactive ingredients. Aspirin is

loaded with crazy inactive ingredients. I saw Sodium

lauryl sulfate in one brand. 

😳

 Mercola said only added

ingredient should be cornstarch. That is all. Hard to

find..

It makes me wonder about some of these drugs pulled

off the shelf or experts warned about dangers, were

they helpful and they had to make certain no one

figured that out? Recall baby aspirin for stroke? Caused

gastro bleeding? Or did it work too well and they

needed to pull the recommendation? Why all these

additives? Especially in otc drugs?

Consider HCQ. Trump said take it. Media attacked him.

Stating the drug was as killer. That’s when I bought

some. 

😁

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 12 ·

edited Nov 12

Tx ! A friend talked spontanously about aspirin. I

shall take some, but as pure as possible... during

meals ! called "aspirine du rhône"...

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Ar Zano Writes Ar’s Substack Nov 13

I shall take a natural one... willow bark

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Nostradamus X Nov 9

Liberté, égalité, fraternité!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Nov 9

https://timothywiney.substack.com/p/the-stigma-of-water

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Greg Eldefonso Nov 9

Methylene Blue has negative interactions with hundreds of Medications.

Check at drugs.com for interactions.

Ever use Bamboo Salt?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mike in TX Nov 9

Dr.Ana, I admire your work and your commitment to the truth about these horrific bioweapons. I would

urge you to connect with Dr. Jane Ruby! Together with Ms. Sasha and Katherine Watt you would become

an insurmountable force in awakening the world to the evil before us. May God be with you all!!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Elizabeth Faraone Nov 9

You are a true gift to us all. Knowing you are out there, working tirelessly, selflessly renews my faith in

humanity. You are light shining in darkness. Thank you Ana 

❤

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Grace Lin Writes Grace’s Substack Nov 14

Margie, Thank you for sharing your experience. I am glad that you have been recovering as far as you

have. A lot of natural doctors know about EDTA. So that is what they test for removing toxins. I am glad it

works up to a certain degree. Zeolite also has a long history of use. It was known to be not that effective

due to the size and the toxins that are trapped inside the cages. However, it all changed when the

biochemist Rik Deitsch cleaned it up and has been making it smaller and smaller, now to less than a

micron. The following is Rik explaining his product.

Rik talks about Cell Defender (5.5 min)

https://vimeo.com/708766220

The following is Theresa's testimony (9 minutes)

https://vimeo.com/834815917

You probably have a lot in common with Theresa, since she also grew up with a lot of chemicals.

Please let me know what you think. I can see we are all passionate about health here, especially the health

of all humanity. I would love to continue the conversation with you.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Susan Nov 14

Dr. Ana: FYI, over the last year, a change has occurred in the toilet rings that signal time to clean. Instead

of a historical common water ring of ultra fine orange, red, brown, tan, or whatever color particles would

build up likely from too small to see the details of microbes clinging at the intersection of the porcelain

toilet and the water line (estimated at the thickness of a hair or a sheet of copy paper), now I now observe

lumpy chunky clear blobs building up with an irregular skyline around the edge of the water line within 3

days that appear between 1/4 to 1/3 of an inch. The inside of the toilet seems to be able to go from looking

clean to this sudden odd buildup overnight in a room between 67-71 F. The edge of it reminds me of the

edges of cheap plastic lei's that are used for New Years Parties.

It is used by unvaxxed, mostly organic eaters who eat meat and dairy, vegetables, fruits, nuts, good non-

Omega 6 oils, but not much processed food except ice cream, not much grains, not much legumes, who
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are non-diabetic.

I can't recall ever seeing a clear transparent type of chunky irregular buildup inside of toilets prior to a year

ago--anywhere.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

LindzyK Nov 13

Here is an article I stumbled across from over 20 years ago in Pub Med stating the chemistry and

ingredients that make up all the crap in the blood that’s making us all sick. If we know what conditions

create it there has to be info somewhere on how to reverse it.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23019562/
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Lisa Nov 13

Dr Ana, bless you and thank you again!
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Lisa Nash Nov 13

LONG READ BUT WORTH IT!!!!!!

I’ve been thinking a lot about all the different views I’ve been listening to on how to rid the body of

synthetic materials from the bio shots or air, food & water! Here’s my thoughts:

1. GMO foods were made from using e-coli bacteria. https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2014/09/30/gmo-

crops-produce-poisonous-gut-e-coli-many-faces-of-an-important-bacterium/

If these parasites from the C-shots are synthetically or genetically made could it be the same e-Coli

bacteria that was also used in GMO food production? In a video I watched by Dr. Ardis and Maria Crisler,

Maria said that anti-parasites wouldn’t work on this one particular snake like parasite that was found in

our bodies from either the bio shots, air, food & water. That it fed off of e-Coli.

https://rumble.com/v390jfe-parasites-and-dna-intervention.html

It seems a synthetic or lab made e Coli is behind their GMO creation of everything they’re doing. Could

eating GMO foods be feeding these creatures inside of us?

2. If you read about Chlorine Dioxide, Methylene Blue and I’m sure there are others.........they kill parasites,

e-Coli, fungus, mold and bacteria. If we can get rid of the things in our body’s environment that feeds

these parasites we should/could be able to rid our body of them by taking things like anti-parasitics,

(Nitazoxamide, Fenbendazole, Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine per Dr. Lee Merrit’s protocol), Zeolite to

get rid of heavy metals and GI cleansers to help clean them out.

3. I DO NOT believe God would let this happen and not give us a simple cheaper answer to this problem.

Nobody can realistically afford IV EDTA or IV Vitamin C!

4. Go to Dr. Lee Merrit’s website and she will tell you her protocol in detail. https://www.drleemerritt.com/

You have to cycle the parasite protocol she recommends. Work on killing the e-Coli, mold, bacteria,

fungus, etc by taking the above mentioned products and I think your body will do what God intended and

clean itself up without expensive procedures.

Don’t fear! Eat simple and organic, grow a garden, have faith and trust in God and He will bless!
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Andi Hofmann Nov 12 · edited Nov 12

Biome? I perceive spike as Bifidos toxin. As it is bbb/amygdala toxin.

So where do I find the most diversity of Bifidos seed I can culture in yoghurt or sour dough?

Have to listen more closely to Dr. Sabine Hazan. She says Bifidos count and species count define our

ability to regenerate, somehow I perceive this as measurement of “youth of immune system”.

And the amygdala is the director of our self healing from the top-down approach, also outrightly

producing 3 substances eg killing off Toxoplasmose. The only 3 working (but if taken externally, as from

desert rue (?Wüstenraute DE), can give you bad trips if not done in cultural ceremony you are grown to.

CDS?

I add MSM and borax and baking soda to my CIO2 solution for the day (20-30ml / L so 60-90ppm; one

brown glass 1L bottle from mulled wine where I found a fitting robust plastic cap (hard plastic insert as

curved seal) from some good wine. Or do some PTFE liner insert into normal caps.

I want to measure CDS concentration after placing it in sunlight.

If the brown is brown enough at the violet/UV end, you have to protect CIO2 from.

( Just by building a phone camera based photospectrometer. You need a slit and a piece of DVD.

Some LED giving repeatable background lighting, a DVD instead of a prism dissecting the light to rainbow

spectrum, the phone‘s camera recording the spectrum of a full line, and by video landscape panning one

can do 2D spectroscopic imaging. )

As after reading the water series at

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/archive?sort=search&search=Water

I found all that is needed to build exclusion zone water is some sulphur.

What I found doing me really good is:Expand full comment
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Un-silent Nov 12

Yes, at least a baby aspirin daily with food. If you are having breathing problems it could be something in

the cardio pulmonary system. The nitric is best but the aspirin should help keep your blood from thinning,

at least and it's cheap and worth a try. If you are a believer, pray on it also.
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Aminata Nov 12

Can I take methyl blue when I take cortison because of fever I am contamineted with

crossdomainbakteries?Please I need a answer.I need help.I a gona die without help please answer.
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operation save humanity Writes operation’s Substack Nov 10

Nanoparticle vaccines with novel structural components

US20220031835A1
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operation save humanity Writes operation’s Substack Nov 10

Self-asssembling nanostructure vaccines

US11771755B2
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Carol B Nov 10

If we all have huge clots like shown in the videos, why are we all not dropping dead?

Would Dr. Ana’s test group be skewed? Most people who see her are there for help with a medical

situation, related to Covid/vax?

If you are: unvaxxed, do not live with vaxxed, spend very little time in contact with vaxxed, would your

blood show clots?

Could these clots be programmed? Set to develop on a time schedule?

Based on DNA? Or any other, like age, sex, blood type?

All of this information can be collected by this technology. And so much more. 

😳

Read Ana’s articles on what DoD has been doing. For decades.
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Doug Powell Writes Doug’s Substack Nov 10

Reading Oxygen stuff bellow I've been reading about using food strength Hydrogen Peroxide just a few

drops in water is good. I've tried a bit of the regular kind in water I did it a few times not sure it did anything

or not, but may have???

But I read that food strength will kill nanobots but????

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Doug Powell Writes Doug’s Substack Nov 10

Here I linked this last night this is from Aime Holem. This is more do to Targeted Individuals rather than

this, but it's still a good start.

I am at least trying to send Aime a affidavit. I want my v2k videos heard, and seen in a court of law they are

clear voices that none should be.

https://open.substack.com/pub/dougpowelll/p/lawsuit?

r=21rayc&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

Some Guy back east has this lawsuit all lined up and I guess from Aime they have already let it go through,

and are in the midst of setting court dates.

I recommend all do this and send Aime your affidavits. Plus if you can go and Testify. I would love to but on

SSI it's hard tickets that far are going to cost me more than a $1000 dollars or so.

But I think she said my affidavit will be used in court too and I want to be part of this lawsuit since I am not

directly part of targeted Justices but I do support it...

I think how big it is all should sue for 1 Billion a piece, and the more we get we could bankrupt all these

companies.
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Julia Nov 10

I use Calcium EDTA (no filler) from Bulk Supplements. But, the capsules would work.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Veronica Evans Nov 12

But I believe Bulk Supplements gets most of their product from China. I called them once about their

vitamin C powder, and they admitted it came from there. So, over time this could pose a problem if

they spray these vitamins and supplements with nano particles, or other toxins/poisons thereby

contaminating these nutraceuticals.
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Caroline Nov 10

What about shedding from the j&j shot? You never hear anything about that one.
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Mary Lee Russell Nov 10

have you looked at dmso iv for arresting hydrogel?
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concerned about humanity Nov 10

God bless you, Dr. Mihalcea, and all your colleagues who are working to expose the truth and help

humanity. I am sure you all are sacrificing much. Being the type of person who quickly looks at the end

outcome of something, I can very much understand what you are saying when you ask if people

understand the ramifications of your findings. It is such a delicate balance of doing practical things

everyday to stay alive and well and also having faith in God being bigger than all this. Definitely denying it

is not helping, and though I have faith, I also believe God has told me to do practical things like taking high

dose vitamin C, for example. No wonder it helped with Lyme disease, whatever that is, right? Anyway, take

care! Thank you again so much!
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David Merrill Writes David’s Substack Nov 9

This is worth studying carefully. https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1RDJM85dy3JHfpSQvD-

uSc94LJ2_akr/view?usp=sharing The "judges" in this modern world are bank tellers for the central banks.

If you cannot absorb this truth, search "Fed Assets Current" -

https://www.federalreserve.gov/data/intlsumm/current.htm and read Footnote 2. If you think you

understand then look at Footnote 1; Gold is $42.22/ounce?? Now maybe you are starting to understand...

Gold is fine white powder! You want to clean plaque off your teeth? Use Carbon 60 in olive oil - the BAATI

Formula - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y1U5K_Gb4khO7S6QuBIPw8ZwC7IrqP1Q/view?usp=sharing
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thierry gil Writes thierry’s Substack Nov 9

What about pH...NAC and vit C are two acids.....polymerisation may be avoided by pH decreased....just a

question...
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Roberto K Sun Nov 9

The guardian ai makes mind reading possible by turning texts into thoughts

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/may/01/ai-makes-non-invasive-mind-reading-possible-

by-turning-thoughts-into-text?

utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_gu&utm_medium&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1682954710

Irish pedophiles protected by British Intel mi5 mi6 in 60s and 70s.

This is the type of stalkers doing the dirty work

https://www.belfastlive.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/lost-boys-documentary-links-british-27770981?

utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=sharebar

British Intel involvement with pedophiles

This is the type of stalkers doing dirty work

https://coverthistory.ie/2023/09/29/kincoras-darkest-secret/
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Cy Lanced Nov 9

Is there a cadre of elites somewhere who understood exactly what the shots and subequent shedding

would do? Sitting and observantly waiting for a mass die off? Have we just seen a trickle through a crack

in the dam thus far? I guess those who don't blink out suddenly will be around to see how things play out.
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Pamela Burns Nov 10

Yes...It’s Called “The Great Reset”. Alex Jones wrote the book
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Noam Nov 9

Thanks for sharing these updates. It'd be nice to know: (1) What did the blood look like before it was left to

sit overnight? (2) Could you lock such syringes overnight in a bank safe deposit box to minimize

possibilities for covert entry and manipulation? (3) What sort of control should not show any rubbery

material in overnight tests -- maybe artificially grown blood or frozen blood samples predating 2019 if

attainable? (4) How are comparable results with ivermectin, borax or boron, apple cidar vinegar, epsom

salt, and NAC rather than glutathione?

(That's with the idea that NAC may inhibit some filament structures directly:

"It is also of much interest to present within this research that NAC (N-acetyl cysteine) has two additional

benefits in addition to its effectiveness as an anti-oxidant. In the following paper by the pathologist David

Wheldon it is clearly stated that NAC also[68]:

1. has the ability to destroy chlamydial elementary bodies.

2. replenishes intracellular glutathione.

Those familiar with the research of this site will be aware of the extensive investigation and study that has

been placed upon the “chlamydia-like” or “bacterial-like” form that has been repeatedly identified within

the filament structures." -- https://carnicominstitute.org/morgellons-a-working-hypothesis-part-iii-

potential-mitigating-strategies-research-based/ referring to

https://web.archive.org/web/20210211035056/https://www.davidwheldon.co.uk/NAC.html)
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Brent Rice Nov 9 · edited Nov 9

"Unvaccinated" with Covid, but what about other vaccines including the 2019-2020 influenza vaccine?

Did they get other vaccines or other injected drugs, including lidocaine at dentist recently?
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